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During the Fall semester of my senior year, I enrolled in 
American Sign Language 1 as an elective course. Only 
a few weeks into the course, I found myself wondering:

I am 21-years-old. 
Why am I being introduced to this now?

Although I was happy to be learning something as 
useful as new language, I began to question how 
things could be different if I had been introduced at a 
much younger age; perhaps even while I started 
learning English.

I have distant memories from elementary school of 
fellow students who were deaf and hard of hearing. I 
feel that never learning to communicate with them was 
a missed opportunity for everyone involved.

Developing Camperspective is my way of allowing 
children to find the opportunity that I had missed. 
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This final project will most heavily involve the study of brand development and continuity 
across several formats, as my interests lie primarily in the realm of brand/identity 
conception. The basis of this project is derived from a summer camp that involves the 
integration of both hearing and deaf/hard of hearing children. A lack of prevalence for this 
type of organization calls for a strong name, logo, tagline and other brand elements in order 
to solidify its reach to mainstream audiences. The target audiences are split into two 
categories that include the parents or guardians of deaf/hard of hearing children along with 
the parents of hearing children. For this reason, two different strategies will be implemented 
in order to communicate to separate audiences.  
 
This project will be accompanied by a series of printed and electronic marketing materials, 
outdoor advertising as well as branded merchandise used at the facility. More specifically, I 
intend to develop an advertising campaign using 3-5 ads throughout sectors such as 
magazine, transit, billboard as well as an electronic ad using kinetic typography. 
Informational materials such as a brochure, at least two direct mailers and/or an info graphic 
will be included for a better understanding of the camp’s objectives. Facility merchandise 
includes camp signage, a t-shirt, water bottle and camp counselor name tags. Also, a 
functional website will be established that presents 3-5 active pages. Prompts for additional 
components will be consulted with the instructor and professional contact. Upon 
completion, all items will be presented in print form, on mounted boards unless presented 
in the art gallery.  
 
	  
 
 
-------------------------------------------------               -------------------------------------------------- 
Christina Clemente         Scott Jensen 
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Our founders believed that the effort put toward educating our children will 
ultimtely come full-circle and benefit the world.

Through a four week interactive experience, [camp name] enlightens both 
hearing and deaf children during an impressionable time of their lives in 
order to develop capable, open-minded individuals.

Exposing our campers to American Sign Language along with Deaf culture 
provides the necessary education and empowerment needed in order to 
break the long-standing communication barrier between the hearing and 
death 
populations. 

Our primary objective is that rather than feeling defined by hearing and 
speaking capabilities, [camp name]’s campers leave our location feeling 
defined by their frienships, interests and dreams.

Brand Personality:
- optimistic
- informative
- triumphant 
- accomodating

This brand requires both a serious and playful 
tone. The concept of the camp’s development is 
derived from addressing a serious sociological 
obstacle. 

However, because this camp is intended for the 
benefit of children, approaches must remain 
lighthearted. 

GENERAL DESC.
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VALUES

Integration of...
- children from varying backgrounds/lifestyles
- learning (ASL/culture) and typical camp activites

Forward Thinking
- growing need for interpreters/translators
- campers sharing knowledge with others
- preventing prejudice and misinformation

Fun
- redefine the campers idea of a “learning” setting
- more likely to recall information

Maturity/Empowerment
- higher chance that campers are there willingly
- opportunities for leadership roles
- celebration of culture

Belonging
- opportunity to return following year(s)
- campers are able to keep in touch following summer session
- affiliation extends further than appearance/capabilities
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< THE ORIGINAL SKETCH 
THAT IS LATER REFINED TO 
EVENTUALLY BECOME THE 
FINAL LOGO!
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The quietest broken barrier. 
Breaking barriers. Quietly. 
A new view. 
Making a statement without words. 
Making a statement. Silently. 
A silent statement. 
Hands on.  
Heads up. Hands on. 
Offering a hand. 
Lending a hand. 
Breaking barriers with our bare hands.  
Bare hands, breaking barriers.  
The greatest show of hands. 
Taking change into our own hands. 
 
At hand: 
Empowerment at hand. 
Friendships at hand. 
Expansion at hand. 
Connections at hand. 
Potential at hand. 
 
Experience it first hand 
Discovery and nature, hand in hand. 
ASL and adventure, hand in hand. 
First-hand adventure 
Adventure, first hand 
Sharing hands, expanding minds 
	  
	  	   	  

Tagline Brainstorming

CAMPE RSPECTIVE

CAMPE RSPECTIVE CAMPE RSPECTIVE

CAMPE RSPECTIVE
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PCAMPE RSPECTIVEPOTENTIAL AT
 
HAND

HOORAY!
C: 21.01% 
M: 0%
Y: 29.2% 
K: 0%

C: 19.79% 
M: 0.3%
Y: 98.82% 
K: 0%

C: 82.56%
M: 37.07%
Y: 5.1% 
K: 0%

C: 55.37% 
M: 12.3%
Y: 100% 
K: 0.36%
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DIRECT MAILER
DIMENSIONS + PANEL CUES

9.5 in

12.5 IN

4.5 in

15.
7 in

sleeve interior

ACTIVITY EXPLAINER
+ ASL ALPHABET FACTS ACTIVITY SPACE 

POCKET 

REGISTRATION FORM

INFOGRAPHIC

mission/goals

ACTIVITIES/COSTS

BRAND

COVER PAGE/CONTACT

ACTIVITY KEY
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STOCK PHOTOGRAPHY SAMPLES
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cmA4QuaAIK4
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campspecsummer.sliceofclem.com
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I would like to extend my gratitude to the Visual Communications
faculty for the endless consideration and enthusiasm they have
displayed for the creative endeavors of their students. 

Also, I would like to thank my professional contact, 
Karanya Aksornkoae for her thoughtful suggestions throughout 
the process of completing this project.

I could not forget to thank my fellow designers for making this 
the enjoyable, insightful and hilarious experience that it was.   

closing


